Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 7-14-13
This week I took the opportunity to visit courses in Central Illinois and it was a very nice week visiting and interacting
with some of the hard working ingenious superintendents in the area. It’s a very different dynamic in central and
southern Illinois where issues such as goosegrass Eleusine indica and crabgrass Digitaria spp. are more prolific. Grasses
differ and the pressures from disease, insects and weeds are much more difficult to deal with. I would like to thank the
superintendents for their hospitality and graciousness when I visited. I will continue to get down and meet people going
forward – so if I didn’t get to you this time, let me know, I will be back!
The one factor that came up which has been constant was climate and its variation. Golf course superintendents
regardless of location understand that everything they do is at the mercy of the climate. There is usually a theme that
runs through a season which leaves an indelible mark on the mind going into next year. This week I did pick up some
really interesting tidbits which we can all consider as valuable information. In tough years – use the issues you see as
testing for the next year. It may be that your product or cultural practice may not have worked this year due to timing or
the excess moisture. It does mean that you can start to consider other options looking into next year and also remember
what worked for you this year is conditions which brought high disease pressure or high rainfall amounts. If you end the
year saying to yourself ‘boy I sure hope we don’t have another year like that’ – as sure as the sun rises in the east and
sets in the west – it will be worse! However if you end the year thinking about what changes you need to make to get
you through and it’s an easier year – then you get to have the benefit of being over prepared. The other topic I picked up
on this week was irrigation and water management and I will touch on it in the strategies portion of the report. However
the crucial issue and lead point is this – know what the weather is doing to you. Turfgrasses in rootzones that have been
wet and get into hot and humid conditions are not going to lose much water – the evaporative pressure to lose it is not
there, thus watering is counterintuitive. Micro climates are of course going to throw this off but that comes down to you
knowing your course. High sunny days with plenty of air movement are great weather especially after an inch of rain,
that doesn’t mean that the inch of rain is still there – don’t lose turf because you failed to water either – watching and
understanding the weather will allow you to do the simple things – and the doing simple things right makes for some
good living.
Weather:
Temperatures did rise this week as predicted although; respite arrived late in the week. This in particular was a benefit
towards soil temperatures which climbed steadily though the 70’s last week. As I was putting the data together it was
disconcerting to see the soil temperature increase day on day. Respite arrived on Thursday however (Figure 1), which
may not be long-lived looking to the forecast for this week and so get oxygen into the roots however you can. Night time
temperatures were a saving grace for us after the 10th of July as the decline hopefully held back the charging stampede
of disease that was heading towards us and corralled it – somewhat.
This week we have also added an extra figure. The idea is to show the total amount of time that we are seeing at
Sunshine Course where humidity is above 90% per day (Figure 2). The high humidity conditions lead to higher disease
pressure and more prolonged periods of this really push us against a wall. The 8th and 9th of July proved to be extreme
with over 15 hours of total humidity above 90% - it’s very hard to hold back disease when this occurs and it leads to an
increase in disease variety.
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Figure 1. Average daily temperatures July, 2013 at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL.
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Figure 2. Total daily hours July 2013 above 90% humidity at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL (Southwest Chicago Suburb)
Moisture and precipitation were not abundant at Sunshine course but while in Central Illinois I got to experience one of
those gully gushers with 2-3 inches coming down over 1-2 hour period. This is another area where water masses seem to
cause an issue. The lakes and Illinois River do of course form a valley – this being the case it allows for an increase in size
of air mass on one side but once air passes across the river moisture is picked up and then has to rise again – the rise
causes the air mass to contract and plays into part of the reason why east of the river in Urbana-Champaign it was
torrential and Peoria itself never received a drop – oh joy!! Chicago and Lemont were also hit or miss but there was
precipitation (Figure 3) onto a somewhat wet rootzone which has not helped people.
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Figure 3. Precipitation for July 2013 at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL.

Coinciding with the extended period of humidity was the fact that the average daily values were high (Figure 4), during
the period even if not all the time above 90%. This has led to an increase in questions and pictures coming in and of
course puts us to the place where more aggressive diseases will begin to appear.
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Figure 4. Average daily humidity July 2013 at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL (Southwest Chicago Suburb)
Light intensities varied a little particularly early on in the week but once the rainfall and clouds passed through high light
intensities were experienced which for the most part drove soil temperature increases as well as helping to dry some
rootzones out towards the end of the week (Figure 5.). The benefit may not have favored Poa annua growth but I think a
majority of courses would have liked how their bentgrass performed in the last week. Next week – may be a different
story.
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Daily light integral values for July at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL (A Southwest Chicago Suburb)
Disease:
I think the quote of the summer may be that we have experienced the worst dollar spot Sclerotinia homoeocarpa
pressure in 15 years in the region. Dr. Rick Latin at the Purdue University field day indicated it has been ideal conditions
there for dollar spot (Picture 1) and I would say the same. Some breakthrough has occurred and guys have had to
shorten their control windows up at times. The dollar sized sunken patches not much bigger than 2 inches on greens
with a bleached or straw color have shown up with ferocity. The leaf lesions are demarcated from the rest of the leaf via
a tan or red / brown margin with a constricted middle resembling an hourglass shape. The disease has favored the
warmer temperatures we have seen, along with the moisture. Warm humid days (59-86 °F) with cooler nights leading to
heavy dew buildup are really ideal for dollar spot development. Dry and underfed turf also can be susceptible at this
time. The issue can blight whole surfaces (Picture 1) and lead to turfgrass death.
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Picture 1. Dollar sized patched which can coalesce and devastate turfgrass surfaces.
Reports of brown patch Rhizoctonia solani have also surfaced (Picture 2) as the summer heat has gotten underway and
this circular or irregularly shaped patch can develop rapidly overnight. In warm, humid weather (see a pattern!!) may
cause patches between 2 inches and 2 feet in diameter. Initially, purpling color may occur but this is rapidly followed by
light brown. The active infection stage results in grass blades having a gray or blackish gray look; this is due to mycelia
growing out of foliar tissue. This is known as a smoke ring and can sometimes be used to help identify the problem
(Picture 2). Surface moisture or humidity above 95% and night time temperatures above 68 °F favor its development
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Picture 2 Brown patch on creeping bentgrass with smoke rings
Pythium Pythium spp. (Picture 3) has also been found in certain locations on longer mown turfgrass. High humidity over
the past weekend along with the higher temperatures undoubtedly pushed this to the forefront of problems. The
disease appearing initially as small discolored spots enlarge at an alarming rate. The disease can streak and follow a
water drainage pattern and in the early morning water soaked flattened plants may have cottony white mycelium. Late
afternoon rains with average evening temperatures of 68 °F favor this disease also. Excess nitrogen fertility at this time
along with periods of 14hours or more of leaf wetness drive the disease forward and it can kill large areas of turf rapidly.
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Picture 3. Pythium spp. on a golf course in the Chicago area this week
This was also combined with the appearance of anthracnose Colletotrichum cereale (Picture 4) which was started to rear
its ugly head on Poa annua in particular. Yellow, elongated, cholorotic leaf spots with small black spore bearing
structures known as acervuli, occur in on turfgrasses in irregular patches from 0.5 inches to areas > 3 feet. This can lead
to death of Poa annua (who needs chemical control!!) in areas of Poa surrounded by bentgrass. Foliar symptoms occur
in humid cloudy conditions and continuous leaf wetness of more than 12 hours. The development is favored by poorly
drained, compacted soils with inadequate supplies of water, phosphorous, nitrogen or potassium. Low mowing heights
have been found to be the most crucial cause of this problem however (Raise ‘em up!!!).
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Picture 4. Dead Poa annua following an outbreak of anthracnose on a golf course in the Chicago area this week.

Finally in a hectic week for the disease front, some reports of summer patch Magnaporthe poae have surfaced but no
donut shaped ‘frog eye’ pattern pictures have come across my desk so to speak of yet. The night time temperatures are
predicted to push above 68 °F along with daytime temps of between 82 – 95 °F on Monday July 15th through Thursday
July 18th but do keep an eye out for gray green turf turning rapidly into turning quickly to copper/ bronze before fading
to a light brown color. Patches will develop with rings of dead Poa generally surrounding unaffected bentgrass. Backing
off on mowing heights as an immediate response is the best cultural practice right now.
Insects:
With the increase in temperatures, other issues have shown their ugly head as well. It was interesting hear about the
billbug at Purdue and so do remember that now we are into the heat, damage that suddenly pops up may not be just a
disease or lack of water, take a look into the soil profile in historically problematic areas. Samples pulled last week in
Purdue did have the legless billbug larvae up near the top of the rootzone feeding away. Adults were also caught in the
pitfall trap and this may be a good way for you to try and check populations.
Japanese beetles Popillia japonica (Picture 5) are now rife in the area and so egg laying is also ongoing most likely.
Thresholds for the insects on high maintenance turf is 15-20 per square foot but you may have a different situation
where you are. Most likely you can get excellent control with imidacloprid, halofenozide, thiamethoxam or clothianidin
around this time period if you have historically had issues with the insect. If they are not usually an issue, dig square foot
areas in September and take counts ahead of next year.
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Picture 5. Japanese beetle adult in Northern Indiana.
Weeds:
This week I noticed some issues with crabgrass breaking through. It’s possible unfortunately due to all of the excess
rainfall that control has been somewhat negated and it has left some courses in awkward positions. Applications of
quinclorac and fenoxyprop are available for higher cut turf, but if you are on predominantly bentgrass greens then this is
not recommended. If you are dealing with warm season grasses further south in the state you are a little safer with
quinclorac with the exception of using it on bahiagrass Paspalum notatum, centipedegrass Eremochloa ophiuroides and
St Augustinegrass Stenotaphrum secondatum. Hand picking and looking towards next year seems to be the answer
unfortunately for bentgrass greens. On roughs where temperatures allow and there is not too much bentgrass some

pigment inhibiting herbicides also exist which can knock some of the pesky crabgrass back. Just don’t get too scared
when you see white (Picture 6).
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Picture 6. Crabgrass bleaching out on roughs treated with pigment inhibiting herbicides in central Illinois.
Management strategy
Pin of my collar…. Collars are either your worst nightmare or they are a dream that you have inherited / created. I have
seen a range of instances where managers are battling the collar and management has been very tough. Considerations
for collars going into this heat should include the following;
Are they wide enough for excess wear and mowing they will receive?
The more wear you can spread out - it goes to say – life is easier!
Will I use the right grass type for the height I am going to mow at?
Some of the bentgrass cultivars were not designed to be mowed at 0.35” – ask colleagues or read up on your cultivar if it
is causing you problems. Also – if you are stuck with them – consider dropping the height of cut on them – might not
make you feel comfortable but that’s where the turf has been bred to grow best…
Am I watering properly?
We mow greens somewhere between 0.1” and 0.15”. We water according to the feel of the greens or their moisture
values and collars receive the same treatment. There is a FUNDAMENTAL flaw with that. Collars are usually 3x if not 4x
longer than your greens – they have much more surface area to lose water from. Thus you should adjust your watering
of collars accordingly.
Am I turning / putting traffic too much on them with mowers?
Turning and running rollers over collars only adds to the problem, using lattice or boards if you can afford it helps to
reduce this problem. Rollers running off the greens surface onto a collar do not help either.
Age of your turf?
Immature collars which have been replaced from last year are always a battle. Optimizing their condition in their first
spring is a priority. If you can get them to mature somewhat and be able to get them to work through a 2nd and 3rd year
you will be able to do yourself a lot of favors. Adding fans to dry the leaf surface will help in the humid air as well.
If there are any suggestions you have regarding collars please let me know – your colleagues will appreciate it!

Research Update:
Having the opportunity to visit the Purdue University field day gave me an excellent opportunity to see some work going
on across a range of turf management situations.
Dr. Bigelow discussed the 4 r’s of fertilization
Right source
Right Rate
Right time
Right placement
Data from 2013 Imprelis testing showed that residual levels of are beginning to completely dissipate with 6 of 11
samples tested for aminocyclopyrachlor having levels below detectable limits. In four of the other five samples the
detected aminocyclopyrachlor was below levels that could be quantified. It seems the material has finally broken down
in the profile.
Dandelion Taraxacum officinale control work indicated that control is optimized when applications of ester formulations
of broadleaf herbicides in cooler temperatures. Considering switching to amine formulations after 200 growing degree
days (GDD) have accumulated but do not apply extremely early in spring (wait until ~130 GDD), as efficacy is reduced for
either amine or ester based products. Looking for regrowth 2-3 months after control applications have been made is
also a good idea.
Contact and penetrants were demonstrated in fungicide control trials and Dr. Latin indicated that dollar spot pressure
has been as intense as he has seen it in the last 15 years. The treated plots looked excellent as long as timing was
maintained on the products (Picture 7).
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Picture 7. Dollar spot plots at Purdue Universities turfgrass field day
Dr. Patton discussed hard to identify grassy weeds while Dr. Richmond talked about the biology of bluegrass billbug. The
pork chop lunch that followed wasn’t bad either! The afternoon sessions included updates on crabgrass control and
tours of the horticulture gardens provided by Dr. Kyle Daniel, Nursery and Landscape Specialist.
References used this week:
Smiley R.W., P.H. Dernoeden, B. R. Clarke. 2005. Compendium of Turfgrass Diseases 3rd Edition. APS Press St Paul MN
Latin, R. 2009. Turfgrass disease profiles, Dollar spot. Purdue Extension BP-103-W
http://www.extension.purdue.edu/extmedia/BP/BP-105-W.pdf

FINALLY!! Pic of the week
Firstly – mosquitoes and bug spray are virtually nonexistent in Ireland – so last week’s claim became irrelevant (and yes I
was being semiserious!!) as I had seen the issue of bug spray on the fairway turf once before. Many, many people
emailed me to indicate it was a simple answer – so going forward – I will not make any claims against anyone anymore!
This week’s question - what caused this mark? Answers to enangle@cdga.org
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The much anticipated league table can be found below. I hear some guys are talking their turf knowledge prowess up….
1 K. Peterson
2 K. Goss
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

D. Davis
K. Sams
J. Anderson
D. Groelle
J. VerCautren
B. Mcgargill
B. Bossert
T. White

3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

Southern Illinois Superintendents will also find Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent bi-weekly report is in the link below dated 712-13 with some very good information on hunting billbug issues.

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update07_12_13.cfm

As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch
www.cdgaturf.org

